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This thesis is a computational analysis of the 
incompressible laminar boundary layer on a continuous moving 
surface. The skin friction and heat transfer variations on 
a moving plate with similar and non-similar (constant) mass 
transfer at the wall are obtained for 210 cases for the 
similar boundary solution and 60 cases for the non-similar 
solution. 
Both cases were solved numerically using the fourth 
order Runge-Kutta algorithm. For the non-similarity case, 
the local non-similarity method as described by Sparrow, 
Quack and Boerner was used. 
The analysis shows that the shear stress for both the 
similar and non-similar cases is higher when the velocity of 
the wall is greater than the free stream velocity. It 
decays with increasing mass transfer at the wall. The shear 
stress also increases as the velocity difference is 
enlarged. 
Analysis was also made to determine the heat transfer 
from the plate for the similar boundary layer cases. The 
results of the analysis show that heat transfer is greatest 
when the wall velocity equals the free stream velocity. 
Also, heat transfer was enhanced by increasing the injection 
parameter and decays with increasing velocity difference. 
Practical applications of this flow field are extrusion 
of porous plastic sheets, quenching of large perforated 
metallic sheets, and water condensing on aircraft during 
flight. Water condensation during flight is of interest in 
the problem of aircraft icing. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
dimensionless injection parameter for 
problem 
= 
v (vU /x)- 112 
w r 
fun ct ion which is proportional to '¥ 
the derivative of f with respect to '1 
the derivative of p with respect to '1 
derivative of f with respect to 
' derivative of g with respect to fl 
derivative of r with respect to '1 
Nusselt number 
Prandtl number 
Re = Reynolds number 
similar 
t = derivative of e with respect to fl ( in Runge-Kut ta 
formulas) 
T = temperature 
u = local velocity parallel to the plate 
u = derivative of q> with respect to '1 (in Runge-Kutta 
formulas) 
U = velocity parallel to the plate 
v = local velocity perpendicular to the plate 
11n Xi : n = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4; X = f, g , p , q , r , s , 8 , <P, t , u: = 
Runge-Kutta difference values 
ix 
= dimensionless injection parameter for 
non-similar problem= (v /U )(2U x/v) 112 w r r 
n = dimensionless coordinate perpendicular to plate 
= y(Ur/vx)1/2 








v = kinematic viscosity 
ct> = derivative of 8 with respect t9 ( 
'11 = stream function 
= (vU ·x) 112 f(n) (similar case) 
r 
= (2vUrx) 112 f((,n) (non-similar case) 
Subscripts 
i = index for cell indices 
r = reference 
w = wall condition 
x,y 
= 
differentiation _with respect to X or y respectively 
' 
= 
differentiation with respect to 
' 00 = free stream condition 
X 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis investigates the boundary layer on a moving 
continuous flat plate with similar and non-similar mass 
transfer. The first part of this thesis investigates the 
case of similar mass transfer and the second part deals with 
non-similar mass transfer. For purpo~es of this thesis, 
similar mass transfer is when the injection velocity at the 
wall is proportional to the reciprocal of the square root of 
x, where xis a characteristic dimension along the plate. 
Constant mass transfer is the non-similar case. For the 
similar and non-similar cases, velocity profiles are 
computed. For the similar case, temperature profiles are 
determined; however, in the non-similar case computational 
problems prevent temperature profiles from being obtained. 
The continuous moving flat plate (CF) problem, shown in 
Figure 1b, is different from the Blasius flat plate problem 
(BF), shown in Figure 1a, as stated by Abdelhafez [1]. In 
the continuous moving flat plate (CF) problem the coordinate 
system is fixed in space, whereas in the Blasius flat plate 
(BF) problem the coordinate system is fixed on the plate. 
This relationship remains the same for the continuous moving 
flat plate (CF) problem and Blasius flat plate problem when 
boundary layer injection or suction is included. 
2 
--
Figure 1a. Boundary Layer for Flow on a Flat Plate. 
Injection Velocity Profile (vw) 
Figure 1b. Boundary Layer for Flow on a Moving Wall. 
3 
In the continuous moving flat plate (CF) problem, 
inclusion of blowing or suction at the plate does not affect 
the tendency for both the skin friction and heat transfer to 
be greater for cases where U > U with the same velocity W 00 
difference, IU - U I, and surface mass transfer. This is W 00 
due to the change in direction of the transverse velocity 
component [1]. The differing values for skin friction and 
heat transfer between the continuous moving flat plate (CF) 
problem with injection or suction (CFI) and the Blasius flat 
plate (BF) problem with injection or suction (BFI) is an 
example that the two flows are different and cannot be 
mathematically transformed into one another with IUw - U00 I 
as a parameter using a Galilean transformation. A Galilean 
transformation is when components of a given vector in two 
different coordinate systems are related to each other by an 
orthogonal transformation [2]. 
ANALYSIS 
The first part of this thesis explores the boundary 
layer for the CF problem with similar injection (the 
injection velocity v = C(vU /x) 112 ). The CFI problem w r 
is steady for a coordinate system fixed in space. 
The second part of this thesis attempts to solve the CF 
problem with constant boundary layer injection at the plate 
surface. This problem is also known as non-similar boundary 
layer injection. 
Similar Boundary Layer Case 
As is usual for problems of this type, dimensionless 
variables are employed to make the results fit a broader 
range of applications and make some simplifications in the 
problem. 
The following boundary layer equations can be derived 
by use of a rectangular control volume (subscripts denote 
differentiation with respect to the indicated variable): 
(continuity) (1) u + Vy = 0 X 
(momentum) (2) uu + vuy = vuyy X 
and 
UT + vTY = (Tyy)/Pr X (energy) (3) 
with the boundary conditions 
5 
where 
vw = C(vUr/x)1/2. 
For this problem a dimensionless variable, ~, is defined as 
n = y(Ur/vx)1/2. 
From elementary fluid mechanics it is known that the 
stream function,'¥, satisfies the continuity equation. The 
stream function for this problem, as in the BF problem, is 
defined as 
'¥= (Urvx) 112 f('l) 
where Ur is the reference velocity and is defined as 
= u if u > uw 00 00 
Ur = Uw if Uw > U00 • 
Also for a potential flow it can be shown that 
u = '11 y and V : -'Ir • X 
The solution to equation (2) with these variables is 
given by Schlichting [3] as 
f''' + (1/2)ff'' = 0 
and the transformed boundary conditions become 
@ '1 = 0; f = -2C 
f' = Uw/Ur 
@ n = 00 ; f I = Uoc/U r. 
Next, to solve equation (3), a dimensionless 






According to Burmeister [4], this transforms equation (3) to 
8'' + (1/2)Prf8' = 0. 
The boundary conditions become 
8(0) = 1.0 




Equation (4) with (5a), (5b) and (5c) are then solved 
numerically by the fourth order Runge-Kutta method. 
Chow [5] gives, for solving equation C4), the equations to 
be used in the fourth order Runge-Kutta methods as 
f' = p 
fl' = P' = q 




After applying the standard Runge-Kutta formulas, the 
following difference equations are obtained: 
l11f i = hpi 
l11Pi = hqi 
l11qi = -. 5hfiqi 
l12fi = h(Pi + • 5t11pi) 
/12pi = h(qi + • 5t11qi) 
f12qi = - • 5h ( f i + • 5l11 f i )( qi + • 5t1, q 1) 
l13f1 = h(pi + .5/12pi) 
l13Pi = h(qi + •5l12qi) 
l13qi = -.5h(fi + .5l12fi)(qi + .5/12qi) 
l14fi = h(pi + l13P1) 














These values are then used to compute f, p, and q at i + 1 
as follows: 
f. 1 = f. + (£11 f i + 2(l12fi + l13fi) + l14fi)/6 ( 1 0a) l+ 1 
pi+1 = pi + (l11pi + 2<t12Pi + i13pi) + l14pi)/ 6 ( 1 Ob) 
qi+1 = qi + (l11qi + 2 <t12qi + l13qi) + l14qi)/6.(10c) 
Since a boundary condition for ft 1 (0) is not given, a 
value is assumed for f' ' ( 0) and the integration is carried 
out until etamax is reached. The value of f'(etamax) is 
compared to the value given for f'(oo) in equation (5c). For 
this problem etamax is 10. If f' ( etamax) is within E of 
f'(oo), then the assumed value of f''(0) is taken as correct 
and the integration is stopped. If f'(etamax) is not 
within E of f' (oo), then a new value of f' '(0) is assumed. 
In order to make more efficient use of the computer, a new 
value for f' 1 (0) is chosen by use of the secant method. 
Zucrow [6] explains the ,,_§ ecant .method which is a numerical 
technique that significantly accelerates convergence in 
iterative calculations. 
Once the solution of equation (4) is obtained, the 
solution to equation (6) can be solved. For equation (6) a 
different method is taken. Chow [5] derives a set of 
difference equations which are solved simultaneously to 
obtain the solution to a general second order ordinary 
differential equation. This method is executed in lines 77 
8 
through 100 and subroutine TRID in the program listing in 
Appendix A, with a detailed description given by Chow [5]. 
The result of this analysis is shown in Figures 2 -
16. Figures 2 - 5, 7 - 10 and 12 - 15 show the velocity and 
temperature profiles for various values of the similarity 
parame t er (C) and velocity differences IU - U I. From 
W 00 
these figures it is seen that the velocity profiles for the 
cases where U . > U are similar to those with U > U 
00 W W 00 
for the same injection parameter (though rotated). 
As shown in Figures 2 - 5, the boundary layer thickens 
as the injection parameter (C) is increased and as the 
velocity difference is increased. The reason for this 
behavior is that energy is added with increasing injection 
parameter (C) and this results in a more gradual velocity 
profile. Additionally, as the velocity difference between 
the free stream and plate increases, there is a greater 
velocity gap to span, thus resulting in a thicker boundary 
layer. 
Figure 6 shows how the friction coefficient varies with 
both U - U and the injection parameter (C). Figure 6 W 00 
also shows that the friction coefficient (Cf)' is greater 
when Uw > U
00 
for comparable values of C than when U00 > 
Uw. This is, as stated earlier, the result of the change 
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Figure 16. Nusselt Number vs. Injection Parameter and Velocity 

























Figures 7 - 10 and 12 - 15 show the thermal boundary 
layer profiles for cases where IU
00 
- Uwl = 1 and 0.5. As 
with the momentum boundary layer, the thermal boundary layer 
is thicker for increasing similar injection parameter (C) 
and velocity difference. By comparing Figures 7 - 10 with 
12 - 15, it is seen, as is the case for the thermal boundary 
layer in the classical Blasius problem, that the thermal 
boundary layer thickness increases with the Prandtl number, 
Pr. Figures 11 and 16 show how the Nusselt Number (Nu) 
varies with velocity difference (U - U ), injection W 00 
parameter (C), and Prandtl number (Pr). The most obvious 
thing that is seen when comparing Figures 11 and 16 is that 
the Nusselt number varies from about 3 to 6 times greater 
for Pr= 6 than for Pr= 0.72 for comparable cases. The 
next thing that is noticed is that the Nusselt number (Nu) 
increases with decreasing injection parameter (C), velocity 
difference IU - U I, and increasing Prandtl number (Pr). 
W 00 
The increased Nu with increasing Pr is seen in equation 
(6). Tables 1 - 3 give the data from Figures 6, 11 and 16. 
Comparing data from Tables 1 and 2 with Figures 2 and 3 from 


























FRICTION COEFFICIENT VS. VELOCITY DIFFERENCE AND INJECTION PARAMETER 
(0.5Cf(Re ) 112 VS. U - U AND C) 
X W 00 
1-,.oooo -0.7500 -0.5000 -0.2500 Values of C 0.0000 0. 1250 0.2500 0.3750 0.5000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.1309 0.1102 0.0905 0.0122 0.0554 0.0477 0.0406 0.0340 0.0281 
0.1306 0.1098 0.0900 0.0715 0.0546 0.0469 0.0397 0.0330 0.0271 
0.2597 0.2182 0. 17 88 0. 1421 0. 1086 0.0934 0.0793 0.0663 0.0546 
0.2584 0.2166 0 .1767 0. 1394 0. 1054 0.0898 0.0754 0.0622 0.0503 
0.3862 0.3239 0.2647 0.2096 0. 1597 0. 1370 0.1160 0.0968 0.0795 
0.3834 0.3202 0.2600 0.2036 0.1522 0. 1287 0. 1070 0.0872 0.0695 
0.5104 0.4271 0.3482 0.2748 0.2084 0. 17 84 0. 1506 0. 1254 0. 1027 
0.5054 0.4206 0.3397 0.2638 0.1946 0.1631 0.1341 0 .1077 0.0842 
0.6321 0.5278 0.4290 · 0.3373 0.2548 0.2175 0.1832 0. 1521 0. 1242 
0.6244 0.5176 0.4155 0.3198 0.2325 0.1928 0. 1563 0. 1233 0.0942 
0.7513 0.6258 0.5070 0.3972 0.2985 0.2542 0.2135 0.1768 0 .. 1440 
0.7402 0.6110 0.4873 0.3712 0.2652 0.2171 0. 17 30 O. 1334 0.0988 
0.8677 0.7208 0.5821 0.4541 0.3396 0.2884 0.2416 0.1994 0.1620 
0.8527 0.1001 0.5549 0.4177 0.2924 0.2356 0.1836 0.1372 0.0972 
0.9812 0.8128 0.6540 0.5078 0.3777 0.3198 0.2671 0.2198 0.1781 
0.9619 0.7865 0.6179 0.4589 0.3134 0.2474 0. 1871 O. 1337 0.0884 
1.0915 0.9013 0.1222 0.5580 0.4126 0.3483 0.2900 0.2380 0.1922 
1.0675 0.8681 0.6760 0.4942 0.3270 0.2511 0.1817 0. 1207 0.0100 
1 • 1982 0.9860 0.7864 0.6041 0.4439 0.3735 0.3100 0.2536 0.2044 

















































NUSSELT NUMBER VS. INJECTION PARAMETER AND VELOCITY DIFFERENCE FOR AIR 
(O' = - Nux(Rex)- 112 FOR Pr= 0.72) 
Values of C 
-1.0000 -0.7500 -0.5000 -0.2500 0.0000 0. 1250 0.2500 0.3750 0.5000 
0.9946 o.8558 0.7225 0.5962 0.4787 0.4239 0.3720 0.3233 0.2780 
0.9843 0.8452 0.7119 0.5858 0.4688 0.4143 0.3629 0.3148 0.2101 
0.9841 0.8443 0.7100 0.5827 0.4643 0.4091 0.3570 0.3080 0.2627 
0.9736 0.8343 0.1009 0.5750 0.4585 0.4045 0.3536 0.3061 0.2621 
0.9733 0.8326 0.6972 0.5688 0.4494 0.3938 0.3412 0.2921 0.2467 
0.9626 0.8230 0.6895 0.5638 0.4480 0.3944 0.3441 0.2972 0.2540 
0.9624 0.8206 0.6840 0.5544 0.4338 0.3777 0.3248 0.2754 0.2300 
0.9511 0.8112 0.6776 0.5522 0.4370 0.3839 0.3342 0.2881 0.2457 
0.95,2 . 0.8082 0.6704 0.5395 0.4176 0.3609 0.3075 0.2577 0.2121 
0.9392 0.7989 0.6652 0.5400 0.4256 0.3731 0.3240 0.2787 0.2372 
0.9398 0.7956 0.6564 . 0.5239 0.4005 0.3431 0.2891 0.2389 0.1931 
0.9267 0.7860 0.6522 0.5273 0.4136 0.3617 0.3135 0.2690 0.2284 
0.9281 0.7826 0.6418 0.5077 0.3825 0.3243 0.2695 0.2187 0. 1726 
0.9136 0.7724 0.6384 0.5138 0.4010 0.3498 0.3024 0.2588 0.2193 
0.9162 0.7692 0.6268 0.4907 0.3634 0.3040 0.2482 0. 1966 0. 1500 
0.8997 0.7579 0.6236 0.4993 0.3876 0.3372 0.2907 0.2483 0.2099 
0.9039 0.7554 0.6111 0.4728 0.3428 0.2820 0.2248 0. 1720 0.1244 
0.8848 0.7422 0.6076 0.4836 0.3732 0.3237 0.2784 0.2372 0.2002 
0.8914 0.7411 0.5947 0.4537 0.3204 0.2577 0. 1984 0. 1433 0.0939 
0.8685 0.7249 0.5897 0.4662 0.3574 0.3092 0.2653 0.2256 0. 1901 

















































NUSSELT NUMBER VS. INJECTION PARAMETER AND VELOCITY DIFFERENCE FOR WATER 
(8' = - Nux(Rex)- 112 FOR Pr= 6.0) 
Values of C 
-1.0000 -0.7500 -0.5000 -0.2500 0.0000 0. 1250 0.2500 0.3750 0.5000 0.6190 
5-5991 4.5340 3.4448 2.3684 1 • 3813 0.9598 0.6107 0.3478 0.1731 0.0771 
5.5938 4.5275 3-4366 2.3583 1.3698 0.9483 0.6001 0.3392 0. 1672 0.0736 
5.5700 4.4986 3.4014 2.3160 1.3228 0.9020 0.5582 0.3053 0.1436 0.0596 
5.5885 4.5210 3.4285 2.3483 1.3583 0.9369 0.5898 0.3309 0.1614 0.0702 
5.5404 4.4625 3-3567 2.2616 1.2617 o.8420 0.5043 0.2629 0.1156 0.0440 
5.5833 · 4.5146 3.4204 2.3383 1.3469 0.9256 0.5795 0.3226 0. 1558 0.0670 
5.5104 4.4255 3.3107 2.2050 1.1977 0.7794 0.4491 0.2209 0.0893 0.0306 
5-5782 4.5082 3.4125 2.3284 1.3357 0.9144 0.5694 0.3146 0. 1504 0.0639 
5.4799 4.3877 3.2632 2.1459 1.1305 0.7140 0.3924 0. 17 96 0.0654 0.0195 
5.5731 4.5019 3.4046 · 2.3187 1.3246 0.9036 0.5596 0.3069 0. 1453 0.0610 
5.4489 4.3490 3.2141 2.0840 1.0595 0.6454 0.3345 0. 1396 0.0444 0.0111 
5.5681 4.4957 3-3969 2.3092 1.3138 0.8929 0.5501 0.2994 0.1403 0.0583 
5.4172 4.3093 3.1631 2.0188 0.9840 0.5731 0.2754 0.1018 0.0269 0.0052 
5.5631 4.4896 3.3893 2.2999 1.3033 0.8826 0.5409 0.2922 0. 1357 0.0557 
5.3850 4.2685 3.1101 1.9498 0.9031 0.4966 0.2158 0.0674 0.0137 0.0018 
5-5582 4.4836 3.3819 2.2909 1.2932 0.8727 0.5322 0.2855 0.1313 0.0534 
5.3521 4.2265 3.0548 1.8762 0.8157 0.4154 0. 1565 0.0380 0.0050 0.0004 
5.5534 4.4778 3.3747 2.2822 1.2836 o.8634 0.5240 0.2793 0. 127 4 0.0513 
5.3186 4. 1832 2.9968 1 . 7 971 0.7199 0.3288 0.0996 0.0158 0.0009 0.0000 
5.5487 4.4721 3-3678 2.2740 1 • 27 47 0.8549 0.5166 0.2736 0. 1238 0.0494 




Non-Similar Boundary Layer Case 
The second part of this thesis describes the 
calculation of the momentum and thermal boundary layers for 
the moving flat plate with uniform mass transfer at the 
plate surface. This boundary condition is an example of a 
non-similar boundary condition. It is called non-similar 
because the boundary condition and governing equations 
cannot both be expressed in terms of a single variable or 
parameter. 
Equations (1) - (3) are solved and repeated here for 
convenience. 
= 0 
: IIU yy 
and 
uTX + vTY = (Tyy)/Pr. 
The boundary conditions for this flow field are given as 
@ y = 0' '1 = O; u = u w' V = vw, T = T w 
@ y = 00' '1 = 00. u = u 
' 
00 




The solution is obtained by assuming a stream function 
as follows: 
where 
ur = 0 00 if uoiO > uw 
Ur = Uw if Uw > 0 00 
29 
(as above), and 
( = (vw/Ur)(2Urx/v) 112 
( = v /U (2Re) 112 w r 
fl= y(Ur/2vx) 112 . 
It is known that the stream function, V, satisfies the 
continuity equation. It is also known that u = v and v = y 
- v . X 
Performing the necessary differentiations to obtain u, 
ux, uy, uyy and v yields: 
u = u f' ( 11) r 
u = (U /2x)((f' - 'lf'') ( 12) X r 
Uy = (U /2x)(2U x/v) 112f'' ( 13) r r 
uyy = (U /2x) (U /v)f' '' (14) r r 
1/2 
+ (f -rif'). ( 15) V = -.5(2vUr/x) (f t 
Substituting equations (11) - (15) into equation (2) 
yields: 
f"' + ff" = ((f'f' - f"f ) • 
t t 
( 16) 
Note: Primes denote differentiation with respect 
to fl. 
From equation (11) and the boundary conditions, it follows 
that 
f' ( (, 0) = U /U • w r 
Substituting fl= O, into equation (15), we get 
f + (1/()f = -1 
' 
(17) 
which can be solved by use of an integrating factor to 
obtain 
f((,0) = -(/2. 
30 
Finally, at 11 = CQ' u = UC(), taken with equation ( 11), the 
final boundary condition is found to be 
f'(~,CQ) = U /U • 
CQ r ( 19) 
If we let the partial derivative off with respect 
to ( be represented by g, rewriting equation (16), we get 
f' ' ' + ff' ' = ' ( f 'g ' - f' 'g) • (20) 
Next, the local non-similarity method described in 
Sparrow, Quack and Boerner [7] is applied. This is achieved 
by differentiating equation (20) with respect to (. This 
result is 
g I I I + f g I I - f I g I + 2 f I I g : Q • ( 21) 
The boundary conditions for this equation are found to be 
g ( (, 0) = -1 / 2; g ' ( (, 0) = 0; g ' ( (, oo) = 0. 
To solve the energy equation, a non-dimensional 
variable, Theta, 8, is defined as 
8((,11) = (T - T )/(T - T ). 
CQ W 00 
This implies that T = (T - T )8 + T , which yields: 
W 00 00 
Tx = (Tw - T
00
)(1/2x)((8~ - 118') 
Ty = ( T - T ) 8' ( U / 2 vx ) 112 w oo r 
Tyy :(T - T )8''(U /2vx). w oo r 
Substituting equations (11) - (14) and (23) - (25) 






(1/Pr)8" + f8' = ((f'8 - 8'f) 
~ 
( 1 /Pr) 8' ' + f 8' = ( ( f 1<t> - 8' g) 
where <t> is defined as 
ct>= 0,• 
The boundary conditions become 
@ Y = O, 11 = O; 8((,0) = 1 
@ y = 00, 11 = 00; 8( ( , 00) = 0. 
For the local non-similarity model differentiate 
equation (26) with respect to ( to obtain 
( 1/Pr)ct>'' + 2g8' + <l>'f - f'<t> = 0 
where 
@ y 
= o, 11 = O; <t>( (,0) = 0 
@ y 




Equations ( 20) , (21), (26) and (27) are then programmed 
for solution by means of the fourth ·order Runge-Kutt a 
method. To solve equations (20) and ( 21) by the Runge-Kutta 




f' ' = q ( 28b) 
f I I I 
= ((f'g' - f I f g) - ff' ( 28c) 
g' = r ( 28d) 
g' ' = s (28e) 
g " ' = f'g' - fg' ' - 2f' 'g (28f) 
32 
Equations (28 a-f) are then used to generate the finite 
difference equations used in the fourth order Runge-Kutta 
method as follows: 
A1fi = hpi 
A1pi = hqi 
A1qi = ((piri - qigi) - fipi 
A1gi = hri 
A1r 1 = hsi 







A2fi = h(fi + 0.5A1pi) (29g) 
A2pi = h(pi + 0.5A1qi) (29h) 
A2 q1 = h{([(pi + 0.5A1pi)(r 1 + 0.5A1ri) 
- (qi+ 0.5A1qi)(gi + 0.5A1g1)J 
- (fi + 0.5A1fi)(p 1 + 0.5A1pi)} (29i) 
A2gi = h(ri + 0.5A1r 1 ) (29j) 
A2ri = h(si + 0.5A1si) (29k) 
A2 s1 = h[(p 1 + 0.5A1pi)(ri + 0.5A1r 1 ) 
- (fi + 0.5A1fi)(si + 0.5A1si) 
- 2(qi + 0.5A1qi)(gi + 0.5A1gi)J (291) 
A3fi = h(pi + 0.5A2pi) (29m) 
A3pi = h(qi + 0.5A2qi) 
(29n) 
A3qi = h{([(pi + 0.5A2pi)(ri + 0.5A2ri) 
- (qi+ 0.5A2qi)(gi + 0.5A2gi)J 
- (fi + o.5A2fi)(pi + 0.5A2p 1 )} (290) 
(29p) 
33 
Ll3r i = h(si + 0.5Ll2si) (29q) 
Ll3si = h[(pi + 0.5Ll2p.)(r. + o. 5d2r i) 1 1 
- ( f i + 0.5d2fi)(si + 0.5d2si) 
- 2(qi + 0.5d2qi)(gi + 0.5d2gi)J (29r) 
Ll4f i = h(pi + Ll3Pi) (29s) 
d4pi = h(qi + Ll3qi) (29t) 
Ll4qi = h {( [ ( p. + d 3p. ) ( r. + d3r i) 1 1 1 
- (qi + d3qi )(gi + d3g1) J 
-
( f. + d 3f.)(p. + d3P i)} (29u) 1 1 1 
Ll4gi = h(ri + d3r i) (29v) 
d4ri = h(si + d4si) (29w) 
Ll4si = h[(p. + d3P1)<r1 + d3r i) 1 
- ( f i + d3fi)(si + d3si) 
-
2 (qi + Ll3qi)(gi + d3gi)J. (29x) 
Using the values computed in equations (29 a-x), values 




g' g' and g' ' are computed at i+1 by the 
following relations: 
f. 1 = fi + (d1 f i + 2(d2fi + d3f i) + d 4f 1 )/6.o (30a) 1+ 
pi+1 = pi + (Ll1 Pi + 2(d2pi + d3pi) + d 4p1)/6.0 (30b) 
qi+1 = qi + (Ll1qi + 2(62qi + Ll3qi) + d 4qi)/6.0 (30c) 
gi+1 = gi + (Ll 1 g i + 2(Ll2gi + d3gi) + d 4gi)/6.0 (30d) 
r. 1 = ri + (Ll1ri + 2(d2r 1 + d3r i) + d 4r 1)/6.0 (30e) 1+ 
s. 1 = Si + (d1 Si + 2(Ll2s 1 + d3Si) + d 4si)/6.0. (30f) 1+ 
34 
Similarly, to solve equations (26) and (27), a set of 
difference equations are derived as follows: 
Let 8' = t and <I>' = u 
A18i = hti 
A1ti = hPr[((Pi<l>i - tigi) - fiti] 
A1<1>i = hu i 
hPr(p 1<t>1 - f 1u1 - 2g 1ti) 
h(ti + 0.5A1t 1 ) 
= hPr{([p 1 (<t>1 + 0.5A1<t>1 ) - g1(t 1 + 0.5A1t 1 )J 
- f 1Ct 1 + 0.5A1t 1 )} 
= h(u 1 + 0.5A1u1 ) 
= hPr[p 1 (<t>i + 0.5A1<t>i) - f 1 (u 1 + 0.5A1u1 ) 
- 2g 1(t1 + 0.5A1t 1 )J 
= h(ti + 0.5A2t 1 ) 
= hPr{([p1 (<t>1 + 0.5A2<t>1 ) - g 1(t 1 + 0.5A2t 1)J 
- r1(t 1 + 0.5A2t 1)} 
= h(u 1 + 0.5A2ui) 
= hPr[p1 (<t>i + 0.5A2<1>1) - f 1(ui + 0.5A2u1 ) 
- 2g 1(t1 + 0.5A2t 1 )J 
= h(t 1 + A3t 1 ) 
= hPr{([pi(<l>i + A3<l>1) - gi(ti + A3ti)J 
- fi(ti + A3t1)}. 
= h(u 1 + A3u1 ) 


















Using equations (31 a-p), 8, 8', ct>, and ct>' at i+1 are 
obtained by: 
8i+1 = 8i + <A10i + 2(A28i + A38i) + L\48 i) /6. 0 (32a) 
t. 1 = ti + ( L\1 ti + 2(A2ti + L\3 ti) + L\4ti)/6.0 (32b) 1+ 
<t>i + 1 = <t>i + <~1<t>i + 2 (L\2<t>i + L\3 <t>i) + L\ 4 <t>i ) / 6 • 0 ( 32c) 
ui+1 = ui + <A 1ui + 2(A2ui + ~3ui) + L\4ui)/6.0. (32d) 
Equations ( 29 a-x) , (30 a-f), (31 a-p) and (32 a-d) are 
then coded in FORTRAN and input into an IBM XT. Equations 
(29 a-x) and (30 a-f) are solved first by assuming initial 
values for f' '(0) and g''(O). After computing values for 
f'(etamax) and g'(etamax), they are compared to the known 
values of f'(oo) and g'(oo), respectively. If those values 
are within E of each other, the iteration is stopped and the 
program continues on to solve equations (31 a-p) and (32 
a-d)o If f'(etamax) or g'(etamax) are not within E, then 
new values of f''(O) or g''(O) are assumed. Again, to make 
more efficient use of the computer, the secant method is 
employed to make a new guess for the initial value. If 
after a large number of iterations (150), convergence did 
not occur, the case where the solution came closest to 
converging is used, and computation moves forward to solve 
equations (31 a-p) and (32 a-d). These equations are solved 
by the same method except 8'(0) and <t>'(0) are assumed. For 
reasons which I am not able to ascertain, the solution to 
this set of equations is not achievable. The velocity 
36 
profiles for some representative cases are shown in Figures 
17 - 20 with the coefficient of friction shown in Figure 21. 
As is seen from Figures 17 - 20, the boundary layer 
thickens with increasing ( and velocity difference 
IU - U I, as was seen in the similarity case. 
00 W 
Comparing values from Figure 21 at U - U = -1.0 W 00 
with Figure 3 of Sparrow, Quack and Boerner [7] shows good 
agreement. From Figure 21 it is seen that separation occurs 
for Uw - U~ = -1.0 when ( is approximately 0.4. It is 
also observed that the friction coefficient is greater when 
Uw > U
00 
than when Uw < U~. Also in Figure 21 it is seen 
that at Uw - U
00 
= -0.6 the curves for ( = -0.2 and -0.1 
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Figure 18. Velocity Profiles for U - U = 0.5. 
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From the analysis that has been performed, the velocity 
profiles show similar trends. In both the similar and 
non-similar boundary layer cases, as the velocity difference 
lU - U I and relevant injection parameter, C or ~, W 00 ~ 
increase, the boundary layer thickness -also increases. It 
was also observed that in both cases the shear stresses at 
the wall are greater when the wall velocity is greater than 
the free stream velocity, rather than when the free stream 
velocity is greater than the wall velocity while holding the 
velocity difference and injection parameter constant. 
Comparing the friction coefficient for the similar and 
non-similarity cases, it is seen that for the same values of 
the injection parameter and velocity difference U - U 
· W 00 
the non-similarity is greater for BL suction and less for BL 
injection. It is also seen that separation for the 
non-similarity case occurs at an injection parameter,(, of 
about 0.4 which is approximately 35% less than for the 
corresponding similar case, ·where the injection parameter at 
separation is about 0.62. 
For the solution of the energy equation, the similarity 
solutions showed that the Nusselt number was greatest for 
the case in which there was no velocity difference between 
42 
~3 
the plate and the free stream velocity. Also, the Nusselt 
number increased with increasing injection parameter, and 
decreased with increasing velocity difference. As was the 
case for the skin friction coefficient, the Nusselt number 
was greater for cases where U > U than when U > Uw. W 00 00 
Due to problems encountered in the solution of the energy 
equation in the non-similarity cases, no useful data were 
obtained. 
Suggested areas for future investigation are 1) solve 
the energy equation for the non-similarity case and 2) mass 
transfer from the top of the boundary layer instead of 
through the bottom of the boundary layer. The latter 
suggestion has application for problems in two-phase flows. 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
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_ PROGRAM \/14UGHN 
4 C *•**• THIS PROGRAM USES THE SECANT METHOD AND RUNGE-KUlTA 
SC METHOO TO CALCULATE THE SOLUTION OF BL~SIUS EQUATION 
6 C FOR A MOVING FLAT PLATE WITH BOUNDARY LMfER INJECTION••••• 
8 F,E14L M. Ml , NU 
9 INTEGER ULlMll 
10 EXTEkNAL FN 
11 DIMENSION co,:00.4>, THETA(201), TABLE(54,161) 
1:: Cflht10N /VECTOR/ ETA <2U1 >, F (201 >, F· C:Ul >, Q <:201 J 
13 COMMON /BOUND/ CI 
14 OPEN(2,FILE='PRN') 
15 OPEN110.FIL[= · C:VAUGHN.PRN ' ,STATUS NEW> 
16 WRITE<*,*> ENTER VALUE OF UPPER LIMIT 
1 7 READ l * • * J UL IM I T 
18 EPS = 1.0E-06 
19 V WRITE<*,*> EtJTER VALUE FOR PRANDTL NO. 












H = 0.05 
INCR = IFIX<0.2/HJ 
N = l F I Xl 1 ~) • I H l 
NP1 = N + 1 
DO 2 I= 4, 54 
TABLElI,1> FLOAT(! - 41/5 
::: CONTINUE 
DO 60 IDIF ULIMIT, ULIMIT - 1, -1 
DIFRNC = IDIF / 10, 
IFLAG = 1) 
U I NF = 1. () 
UWAL = 1.0 - DIFRNC 
1,:, CONl I NUE 
:-. DO ~.u IC = 1. 1 (.1 
:::5 GO TO (101, 1•)2, 1u: .• 104. 1•.•5, 1(16, 1U7, l•.18, 1•.r-?. 11<.IJ. IC 

























GO TO 15 
10~ Ci= -U.751.l 
GCJ ru 15 
1 U 3 Cl = --u. 50•) 
GO TO 1 ~. 
104 CI = -0. 25,_, 
Gu 10 15 
105 CI = <.>. (>(>(• 
GO TO 15 
106 CI = (l. 1 25 
GO 10 15 
107 C l = 0. :.:s,:> 
GO fO 15 
1 (>8 C l = 0. 3 7 S 
GO TO 15 
109 Cl = 0.5(H_I 
GO TO 15 
110 Cl= 0.619 
15 CONTINUE 
WRITECl0.20001 UINF, UWAL, CI 
WRITE<*,2000) UINF, UWAL, CI 
C = UINF 






















































































U: 4: 3 7 
7 Microsoft FORTRAN77 V3 . O 21 84 
l F ( lJ I tJF . L r. UWAL > X 1 = - X 1 
CALL RUNGE110.0. H, UWAL, Xl, Yl, FN) 
I TER = 1 
X 2 = >.i • .2 
I~ <UINF .LT. UWAL) X2 = -X2 
:::: 1J CALL 1::uN13E\l•J.U, H, Lil.JAL, x~:. '(2, FN) 
I TEF< = I TER + 1 
M I i Y 2 --· 'r 1 , / i X. '2 -- X 1 ) 










·- x::.: + NU 
( 02 • LT. 







EPS> GO TO 30 
• AND. \UINF . GT. UI.JAU > X.2 
. AND. IUINF . LT. UWAU > X2 
5.0E-05 
-5.0E-05 
SOLVE THE ENERGY EQUATION <3>. · USE EQUATION (2.2.11> 
FROM CHOW 
30 CONTINUE 
DO 40 I 1. N 
CO< l , l / 1. 0 - H*PR• F < l + 1 > 14. 
CO<I,::> -2.U 
CO< I, 3> 
41) co (I ,4) 
1.0 +H•PR•F<l + 1)/4. 
-2.0•H•H•PR•QII>•O<I> 
45 
MODIFY COEFICIENTS ACCORDING TO 13.4.11 - 14> OF CHOW TO 
INCORPORATE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
THETAINF'll = 0.0 
CO ( 1 , 4 I CO ( 1 , 4) - · CO ( 1 • 1 ) 
co~ 1 • 1 > U . U 
COIN,41 CO IN,4) 
C01t,j,:.> ,_,.(> 
..... COMPUlE THETAIII FOR 
CHLL TRID1CO, THETA. N) 
lUL =- NPl ... 
DO 45 l = 0. IUL 
J = Nf·l -- I 
THETA(Ji THETA<J - 1 ,I 
CONTINUE 
THETA< 1-' 1. (I 
1. 2, ••. , N •••••• 
PRINl THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS AND THEN PRINT F. F~. AND F** 
AS FUNCTIONS OF ETA. WHERE AN* INDICATES DIFFERENTATION 
WITH RESPECT TO ETA. THUS F• ISP AND F~• IS Q ••••• 





WF:1 TE1•,210) <ETA(I) ,F<I) .P<I> ,QI Ii, THETA Ill. I = 1,N+4, 1NCR> 
WRilE(l0,210> <ETA<I>.F<I>.F'(l),Q(l).lHETA<I!, l = 1.N+4,INCR> 
48 
Paq ._, 
( 13- 4-88 
















WRITE ( 10. 22(1) 






51) CONT I NUE 
IF <IFLAG .EQ. 11 THEN 
!FLAG = (, 
GO TO 60 
ELSE 
!FLAG = 1 
UWAL = 1. Q 
UINF = 1.0 - DIFRNC 
GO TO 10 
ENDIF 
1J1 60 CONTINUE 
1:,:! 2()0 FORMAT< 12X. 17 II 15>-.3HETA, tOX, lHF, 1.:;x, 2fff*, llX, 3HFo, 
1~3 A lOX. 5HTHETA / 14X, SH-----, 4(5X, 9H---------J 1 
134 210 FORMAT< 12X, F7.2, 4F14.7 > 
135 220 FORMAT<lX> 
136 230 FORMAT(12X, Fl0.7> 
137 200(1 FORMAT<1H1,11X, F7.2. F14.2 / llX, F8.3J 
138 CLOSEtUNIT=10> 















































































































































1 7 1 
172 

















0 88 76 
FUNCllCJN l~N<X, --n 
FN = ·-X * Y / 2. 
RETUF-:N 
END 
Offset F' Class 
() * 
4 * 
SUBRIJUTINE fWNGE<ETAMAX, H, F'U, (10, Y, FNCTN) 
COMMON /VECTOR/ ETAC201). F<2u1>, F'(201J, 0(201> 
COMMON /BOUND/ CI 

















F \I+ 1) 





~PPLY RUNGE-~UTlA FORMULAE \9a - 91) AND 
<l•Ja - l•JcJ OF CHOW UNTIL ETAMAX IS EEACHED 
H•F' ( I .1 
H•Q<l! 
H•FNCTN 1 F\l), Otl >J 
H * ' F' ( I / + D l F' / :: • I 
H•tO<l .•+DlO , : • .' 
H•FrJCHl •.Fd> + DlF 1~ •• Qdl + DlQ 1 ::·. ;, 
H• \ F c. I> +-D2F· i ::.. > 
H * ( C! ( I I + (1:.: Q; ::. • .' 
H•FNCTN1F<I> +- D2F i 2., Q<I> + D:20 1:.l 
H* (F' < 1 > +03F'> 
H* \ 0 (I> +D3Q) 
H*FNCTN\F\l> + o:.F. C!(ll + D3D> 
F ~I ;. + , D 1 F + :: • * i. L12F + D.3F) + D4F > / 6. U 
F· < I .' +- < D 1 F· ·+ 2. * i D2F' + D 3F' ! + D4F' > I 6. u 
O<I~l) O i l)-+ \Dlf} t- .'.:.:.il(D:..:O + o.:.u> + D4C•) / 6.•) 
E TA\l-+l> = ElA'.11-+ H 
l = I -+ 1 
IF( ETAll!-ET~MAX > lG, 20, 20 
VE EP ITERATING L~TIL THE APPROXIMATE BOUNDARY CONDITION 
(3. 3. 18) IS SATISFIED. Ht➔LF ·-INlTf.:'v'f-)L METHUD rs USED TO 
MODIFY iHE STAFTrnG vr.;1..UE OF l) ••••• 














!) ff F:Ei:-:iL 
D lf' REAL 
















RE rUf-"•: r~ 
END 
Off set f-• Cl ass 
( 1 / BCJUNL• I 
::9100 

















U: ~4: :.. / 
M1 crosof t FORTRAN ~· 7 V3. ,) ,.,::/84 























l6U8 / VECTOR/ 
8 ... 
.2412 l 'v'ECTOR ; 
L: * 
lb* 
SUBROUTINE rRIDlC. F. NJ 
*•*** SULVlNG A SET OF LINEAR SIMULTANOUS EQU~llONS DESCRIBED 
B~ c:.2.13> H~~ING A TRIDIAGIONAL COEFICIENT MATRIX. 
COEFICIENT MATF-ICES APE REF·RESEtnED Br C<l,J) AND THE 
SOLUTIGt~ IS sroRED lN THE ONE-D1M~NS10NAL ARRA( FllJ ***** 
1)11"1ENSION Ct_' 1)(1 .-l.1, Fl..:'01 • 
••••• ELIMINATE rHE FIRST lEkM OF EACH UF THE EOUArI □NS lEXCEPT 
THE FIRST AND LAST ONE> ACCORDING TO I~ • .::. 14! ***** • 
NMl = N - 1 
DO 1 l 2. NMl 
Cd .: .1 
Ld. 3,i 
C ( I.4) 
C l I , 2 ! * L < l - 1 , .:: .' - C ( L , 1 > * C l I - 1 • :.: :, 
C t I • . :; 1 * C c i - 1 • -.:. ! 
ClI.4! * Cll-1,2> - Cll,1> • CII-1,41 
•••** LOMPUlE SOLUTION USING l2.~.15> ~ND 1~.~-lti> ••••• 
..::,:>8 FlN ,1 C(N.4.l .. C,N-1.~> Clt~,1.' • · CiN-1,4 , 
21)9 A CIN,2 .1 • l_lN-l,'..:: 1 - CIN,l.' * Clf,J-1,-:.1 
.:: 1 u DO 2 j:_ 1. rm l 
:.::11 J = N - ~ 




Name r v pe LJtfsel p Class 
C. RE.AL ( 1 
* 
F REAL 4 
* I lNfEGEF-:•4 39178 
J INTEGER•-4 39194 
► -• .. INfEGER•4 39186 
N 1NTEGER•4 8 
* NMl INTEGER•4 39 1 74 
~-ldme fvpe Size Class 
[:1QLJNL1 4 COMMON 
HJ REAL FUNCTION 
RUNGE SUBROUTINE 
TrdD SU8ROUTINE 
W -, LJGHN PROGRAM 
VEClOR .3:216 COMMON 
F'ass One No Errors Detected 
: 14 Source Lines 
51 
F'e1qe 6 
0-:.,- 2 4-88 
lU: 34: -:_,7 
Mtcn:>soft FOR 'IR?\N ,'7 vs. ~,) 02/84-
APPENDIX B 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR SIMILAR BOUNDARY 
LAYER PROBLEM 
53 
FRE~STREAM VELOCITY = 1. 00 VELOCITY AT THE WALL . 00 
~NJECTION C•ARA~1ETER <C> 0.000: PR 7-:, 
. "" 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS = 6 
ETA F F* F** THETA 
--------- ---------
--------- ---------
121.1210 0.0000000 . 0000001 .3320573 . 8477594-
. 20 . 006E.410 .0664078 . 3319838 . 8445846 
. 4121 .026559'3 . 1327642 • 3314698 .8350583 
. E,0 .0597347 .1989373 .3300791 .8192528 
. 80 .1061083 • 2647092 • 3273892 .7972509 
1. 00 . 1655718 • 3297800 .3230071 . 7692751 
1.20 .2379487 .3937761 • 3165892 .7356709 
1.40 . 3229815 .4562617 • 3078654 • 6969256 
1.60 .4203208 . 5167567 .2966634 .6536885 
1. 80 .5295181 .5747581 .2829310 . 6067604 
2.00 .6500244 .6297657 .2667515 .5570766 
2.20 .7811934 • 6813104 . 248·3509 • 5056716 
2.40 .9222901 .7289819 • 2280917 .4536329 
2.60 1.0725060 .7724550 • 2064546 . 4020444 
2.80 1. 2309774 .8115095 • 1840066 • 3519304 
3.00 1.3968083 • 8460444 .1613603 • 3042013 
3.20 1.5690949 .8760813 .1391280 .2596107 
3.40 1.7469500 .9017611 .1178762 .2187260 
3.60 1.9295250 ."9233295 .0980863 .1819172 
3.80 2. 1160297 .9411178 . 0801259 .1493605 
4.00 2.3057461 • 9555181 .0642341 .1210567 
4.20 2.4980392 • 9669569 .0505197 .0968588 
4.40 2.6923604 • 9758707 .0389726 .0765055 
4.60 2.8882475 • 9826833 • 0294838 • 0596558 
4.80 3.0853202 .9877893 .0218712 .0459216 
5.00 3.2832732 • 9915417 . 0159068 . 0348962 
5.20 3.4818671 • 9942454 . 0113418 .0261770 
5.40 3.6809185 .9961551 • 0079277 .0193833 
5.60 3.8802900 .9974776 .0054320 • 0141670 
5.80 4.0798812 • 9983753 . 0036484 . 0102198 
6.00 4.2796197 .9989727 .0024020 .0072761 
6.20 4.4794559 .9993624 . 0015502 • 0051123 
6.40 4.6793551 . 9'396115 .0009806 .0035446 
6.60 4.8792944 • 9997677 .0006080 • 0024250 
5.80 5.0792584 .9998636 • 0003596 .001637121 
7.00 5.2792373 .9999213 • 0002202 • 0010902 
7.20 5.4792256 • 9999554 .0001286 .0007163 
7.40 5.6792188 . 9999751 • 00'210736 • 0004642 
7.60 5.8792152 • 9999864 .0000413 .0002967 
7.80 6.0792131 • 9999926 . 0000227 • 0001870 
8.00 6.2792120 .9999960 .0000122 • 0001162 
8. 20· 6.4792!09 .9999979 • 0000065 • 0000712 
8.40 6.6792097 .9999988 .0000034 .0000429 
8.60 6.8792095 • 9999993 . 0000017 • 0000254 
8.80 7.0792103 .'3999996 .0000008 .0000148 
9.00 7.2792110 .9999997 . 0000004 . 0000084 
9.20 7.4792118 .9999997 .0000002 .0000046 
9.40 7.6792126 • 9999997 .0000001 . 0000024 
9.60 7.8792133 • 9999997 .0000000 . 0000011 
9.80 8.0792141 .9999997 . 0000000 .0000004 
10.00 8.2792149 .9999997 .0000000 0.0000000 
APPENDIX C 
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2 PROGRAM CONTHS 
3 
4 C ***** THIS PROGRAM USES THE SECANT METHOD AND RUNGE-KUTTA 
5 C METHOD TO CALCULATE THE SOLUTION OF BLASIUS' EQUATION 






















































IMPLICIT REAL*B (A-G.O-Z> 
REAL*8 MIF, MIG, NUF, NUG 
INTEGER ULIMIT 
EXTERNAL FF. FG 
DIMENSION BEST<4> 
COMMON /VECTOR/ ETA<201), F(201>. P(201>, QC201), 
1 G ( 201 > , R < 20 1 > • S < 20 1 > 
COMMON /BOUND/ ZETA 
COMMON /PRANTL/ PR 
COMMON ITRUBL 
DATA ITMAX1, ITMAX2/15, 150/ 
OPEN<2,FILEz ' PRN ' ) 
OPEN<lO,FILE = 'CONTHS.PRN ' , STATUS 
DO 5 I :a:: 1, 201 




G<I> :a:: 0.0 
R<I> =- 0.0 
S<I> ::s: 0.0 
5 CONTINUE 
'NEW'> 
WRITE<*,*> ' ENTER VALUE OF UPPER LIMIT ' 
READ<*,*> ULIMIT 
ETAMAX = 6.0 
EPS = 5.0E-06 
WRITE<*,*> · ENTER A VALUE FOR THE PRANDTL NUMBER.' 
READ<*,*> PR 
DO 110 IDIF = ULIMIT, ULIMIT - 2, -2 
DIFRNC = IDIF/10. 
!FLAG = 0 
UINF = 1. 0 
UWAL = 1.0 - DIFRNC 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 100 IC= 1, 7 
XF1 0. 6 
XGl -0.7 
XT1 -0. 5 
XP1 0.1 
GO TO ( 114 , 115. 116 • 1 1 7 , 1 18 , 1 1 9 , 120) , I C 
114 ZETA= -0.3 
H = 0.05 
!NCR= IFIX<0.2/H) 
N = IFIX<o.0/H) 
NP1 = N + 1 
GO TO 15 
115 ZETA= -0.2 
H = 0.05 
!NCR= IFIX(0.2/H) 
N = IFIX(6.0/H) 
NP1 = N + 1 
















...... 73 .,;;. 
2 74 
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116 ZETA• -0.1 
H = 0. 1 
INCR • IFIX<0.2/H) 
N = IFIX<6.0/H) 
NPl = N + 1 
GO TO 15 
117 ZETA= 0.0 
H = 0. 1 
lNCR = IFIX<0.2/H) 
N"" IFIX<6.0/H) 
NF' 1 2 N + 1 
GO TO 15 
118 ZETA=- 0.2 
H a: 0. 1 
INCR = IFIX(0.2/H) 
N = IFIXC6.<J/HJ 
NP1 = N + 1 
GO TO 15 
119 ZETA• 0.4 
H-= 0.05 
INCR = IFIX<0.2/H) 
N • IFIXC6.0/H) 
NP1 • N + 1 
GO TO 15 
120 ZETA• 0.6 
H-= 0.05 
INCR • IFIX<0.2/H) 
N ,. IF IX <6. 0/H) 
NP1 = N + 1 
15 CONTINUE 
WRITE<2,2000> UINF. UWAL, ZETA, PR 
WRITE<•.2000> UINF, UWAL, ZETA. PR 
CONST z UINF 
IF <UINF .LT. UWAL> XFl = -ABS<XF1> 
CALL RUNGE(ETAMAX. H. UWAL. XF1, XG1, YF1, YGl, FF, FG> 
ERRORV = ABS<CONST - YF2> + ABS<YG2> 
BEST < 1 > z .ff 1 
BEST<2> XGl 
BEST<3> s CONST - YF1 
BEST<4, z -YG1 
ITER • 1 
!TERR ""' 1 
XF2 = 0.9•XF1 
XG2 = 0.9•XG1 
20 CONTINUE 
CALL RUNGE<ETAMAX. H, UWAL. XF2. XG2, YF2, YG2. FF, FG> 
WRITE<•.300> XF2, YF2. XG2. YG2 
ITER = ITER + 1 
!TERR= !TERR+ 1 
IF <ITERR .GE. ITMAX1> THEN 
!TERR= 0 
XF2 = XF2 + 0.01 
XG2 = XG2 + 0.01 
GO TO 30 
ENDIF 
IF CITRUBL .EQ. 1) THEN 
ITRUBL = 0 
XF2 0.5*<XF2 + XFl) 









































































































ITERR = 0 
WRITE(*.*) 





XF 1 ,(F2 
fF 1 l'F2 
RETURN A 
- YF 1) I <XF2 
- YF2 
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IF ((ABS<NUF> .LT. EPS> .AND. \ABS(NUG> .LT. EF'S)> GO TO 50 
IF <ERRORV .GE. ABS<NUF> + ABSINUG>> THEN 
ERRORV = ABS<NUF> + ABS(NUG> 
BEST ( 1 > 








IF <ABStNUF> .LT. EPS> THEN 
ITERR = 0 
WRITE<*,*> 
GO TO 30 
EtmIF 
RETURN B 
IF <ITMAXl .EO. ITERRJ THEN 
ITERR = I) 
WRITE<*,*' 
GO TO 30 
ENOIF 
RETURN C 
IF ( I TER • GT. I TMAX2) THEN 
GO TO 40 
E.LSE 
GO TO 20 
ENDIF 
30 CONTINUE 
CALL RUNGE<ETAMAX. H. UWAL. XF2. XG2. YF2. YG~, FF, FG> 
WRITEt•.300> XF2. YF2. XG2. YG2 
ITER = ITER + 1 
ITERR =!TERR+ 1 
IF t<YG2 .EtJ. fGl> .OR. \XG2 .EQ. XGl!l THEN 
I TERi;: = 0 
WRITEt•.•> 
GO TO 40 
ENDIF 
RETURN 1 
MIG tYG2 - YG1> I <XG2 - XGl) 




XG2 XG2 + NUG / MIG 
lF lXG2 .GT. · XGl + 2.0> XG2 = XGl + 2.0 
IF <<ABS<NUF> .LT. EPS> .AND. CABSlNUG> .LT. EPS)) GO TO 50 
IF lERRORV .GE. ABS(NUF> + ABS<NUG>> THEN 
ERRORV = A8S(NUF> + ABS(NUG) 
BEST< 1 > XF2 
BEST <2> XG2 
BESl ( .;;,) NUF 
BESTl4> NUG 
ENDIF 
IF (ABS<NUG) .LT. EPS> THEN 
D L1nett 
..... 178 .::. 
~. 179 .::. 
.::. 180 
2 181 




























































BEST(4) = NUG 
ENDIF 
IF <ABS<NUG> .LT. EPS> THEN 
ITERR = 0 
WRITE<*.*> RETURN 2 
GO TO 20 
ENDIF 
IF <ITERR .EQ. ITMAXl> THEN 
I 1 ERR = 0 
WRITE(*•*' RETURN 3 
GO TO 20 
ENDIF 
IF <ITER .GT. ITMAX2> THEN 
!TERR= 0 
GO TO 40 
ELSE 
GO TO 30 
ENDIF 
40 CONTINUE 
WRITE<*.240) BES1<3>, BEST<4> 
WRITE<2,240> BEST<3> • BEST<4> 
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CALL RUNGE<ETAMAX, H, UWAL, BEST<l>, BEST<2>, YF2, YG2, FF, FG> 
50 CONTINUE 
WR I TE ( * • 2(11) > 
WRITE<2,200> 
WRITE<•,210> 
WRITE <2, 210> 
WR I TE< 10•210, 
WRITE<•,220> 
WRITE <2 • ~20 > 
XF2 0.9*XF2 
XG2 s 0.9•XG2 
XT2 0.9•XT2 
XF'2 s 0.9*XP2 
<ETA < I > • F < I > • P < I > • Q < I > • I"' 1 • N+ I NCR, I NCR> 
<ETA < I > • F < I > • P < I > • Q < I > • I= 1 • N+ I NCR. I NCR> 
<ET A < I > • F < I > • P < I > • Q < I ) • I z 1 , N+ I NCR, I NCR> 
100 CONTINUE 
ff < I FLAG .EO. l) THEN 
!FLAG = (I 
GO TO 110 
ELSE 
!FLAG C 1 
U~JAL "" 1.0 
UINF = 1.0 - DIFRNC 




200 FORMAT< 1HO. 15X,3HETA, 1ox. 1HF, 13X, 2HF*, 11X, 3HF** / 14X. 
A SH-----. 3<5X, 9H---------) 
210 FORMAT< 12X. F7.2. 3F14.7 > 
220 FORMAT ( 1 X > 
230 FORMAT<12X. Fl0.7> 
240 FORMAT(lHO, 11x. ' CONVERGENCE DID NOT OCCUR.' I 12x. 
A 'ERROR FOR F ='. Fl(l . .6/ 12X • ' ERROR FOR G = ' , FlO. 6) 
250 FORMAT<lH(I. 11x. · CONVERGENCE DID NOT OCCUR .. I 12x. 
A 'ERROR FOR THETA= · . FH>.6/ 12X. 'ERROR FOR PHI =·. F10.6 .' 
D Line# 7 
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2:::e 2()(H.J FORMAf(lHl,lOX. FREESTREAM VELOClTY =· . F7.2, · VELOCITY Ar THE 
239 A WALL= · , F7.2 I, 12>-, · INJECTION PARAMETER \ZETA,= · , F8.3> 
240 3TOF· 
241 END 
Name Type Offset p Class 
ABS INTR l NS IC 
BEST REAL•B 20 
CONST REAL. il-8 172 
DIFRNC REAL*B 92 
EPS REAL•8 76 
ERkOF:V f,EAL*8 196 
ETA REAL•S (l !VECTOR/ 
ETAMI-\X REAL*B 68 
F REAL•B 16U8 !VECTOR/ 
FF EX1ERNAL 
FG EXTERNAL 
G REAL•8 6432 /VECTOR/ 
H REAL 156 
1 1NTEGER*4 6<.I 
IC 1NTEGER*4 120 
lDIF INTEGER*4 84 
IF!X INTRINSIC 
IFLAG INTEGER•4 100 
!NCR INTEGER*4 160 
ITER INTEGER*4 220 
I rERR INTEGER•4 224 
ITMAXl IN1EGER*4 52 
I fMf.\X2 lNTEGER*4 56 
ITRUBL 1NTEGER•4 0 /COMMQQ/ 
MIF REAL*t3 ::!44 
MIG REAL*B 268 
N INTEGER•4 164 
NPl INTEGER•4 168 
NUF REAL•8 ,t-• ~...,J,4 
NUG REAL•B 26•) 
p REAL*8 3216 /VECTOR/ 
Q REAL*8 4824 /VECTOR/ 
R REAL*B 81)4U /VEC fOR; 
s REAL•B 9648 /VECTOR; 
UlNF REAL*8 104 
ULIMI1 INTEGER-11'4 64 
UWAL REHL*8 lU 
XF 1 REAL•8 124 
XF.2 REAL•S 2:28 
Xl.31 REAL*8 132 
JCG2 REAL-tt8 236 
XPl REAL•B 148 
XP2 REAL•S 292 
XTl REAL*B 140 
XI:.;:: REi:4L•8 284 
YF 1 REAL*B 180 
YF:2 REAL*8 204 
Yl3 l REAL•S 188 
·rG:: REAL*8 212 
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243 FUNCfION FF<V. W, X. v. l) 
244 IMPLICIT REAL*8 <A-G.0-ZJ 
245 COMMON ! BOUND/ ZETA 
~46 COMMON ITRUBL 
247 FF= ZETA*IX*Z - Y*WJ - V•Y 
248 IF <A[~S<FFJ .LT. 100.0> GO TO l U 
249 FF= 0.0 
250 ITRUBL = 
251 10 CONTJNUE 
252 RETURN 
L53 END 
Name Type Offset P Class 
ABS INTRINSIC 
ITRUBL INTEGER*4 (l /COMMQQ/ 
V REAL*8 0 
* w REAL*8 4 
* X REAL*8 8 
* y REAL*8 12 
* z REAL•S 16 * 
ZETA REAL*S 0 /BOUND I 
254 
255 FUNCTION FG(U, V, W. x. Y, Z> 
256 IMPLICIT REAL•B <A-G,O-Z> 
























2ol SUBROUTINE RUNGECETAMAX, H. PO. QO, SO, YF. YG. FNC. GNC> 
262 IMPLICIT REAL•S <A-G,O-Z> 
263 COMMON /VECTOR/ ETAC201>. Fl201>. P<201>, 0<2011. 
264 l G<201J, R<201>. 5(201> 
2o5 COMMON /BOUND/ ZETA 












I = 1 
ETA< I> 0.() 
F <I> -· ZErA/2.0 
p <I> F'(' 
Q{!) QO 
Gd> -0.5 
R < I> 0.0 
s ( I) so 
..... ~PPLY RUNGE-~UTTA FORMULAE <29a - 29x> AND 






















































< 30a. through 
H•F'< Ii 
H*O <I> 




09: 11): 2 3 
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30f> UNTIL ETAMAX IS REACHED ..... 
G<I>. P<I>, Q<I>. R<I» 
DlG :: H•R <I> 
DlR H•S<I> 
D1S H•GNC < F < I ) • G<I>. P<l.l. Q(I). R(I>. S<I» 
D2F H* (F' ( 1 > + DlF'/2.> 
D2F' H*<O<I> + DlQ/2.) 
D2Q H•FNC<F<I> + DlF/2. • G < I> + DlG/2 •• F' <I> + 
A Q <I> + DlQ/2 •• R <I> + DlR/2. > 
02G H• <R <I> + DlR/2.> 
D2R H•<S<l) + 01S/2.) 
02S H•GNC<F<I> + DlF/2 •• G <I> 
A (.1< I> + DlQ/2. • R <I> 
D3F H•<P<I> + D2F'/2. > 
03P = H• (Q( I> + D20/2. > 
D3Q H•FNC<F<I> + D2F 12 •• G <I> 
A Q( I> + 02012. • R<I> 
D3G H* <R <I) + 02R/2,) 
D.3R H* <S <I> + D2S12.> 
0 .3S H•GNC<F<I> + 02F/2 •• G <I> 
A Q ( I> + D2Q/ 2 •• R<I> 
04F = H* <P <I> + D3P> 
04P = H* <Q <I> + D3Q> 
04Q 
-
H•FNC<F<I> + 03F. G <I> + 
A Q <I> + D3Q. R <I> + 
D4G = H* <R <I> + 03R> 
04R = H* <S< I> + D3S> 
04S H•GNC <F <I> + D3F, G <I> + 
A Q( l) + 03Q. R <I> + 
F<I+l> F <I> + <DlF + 2. * <D..2F 
P <I+ 1 > = p ( l) + < D 1 F· + 2. * <02F' 
Q < I +11 Q l I' + <D1Q + 2.•<D:?Q 
G<I+l> G < I> + <DlG + 2,*<D2G 
R ( I +1 > R < I} + <OlR + 2,*\D2R 
5(1+1' & S <I> + <01S + 2. * <02S 
IF < ITRUBL . EGI. 1 > GO 10 20 
ETA<I+1) ""ETA<I> + H 
1 = I + 1 
IF< ETA<l>-ETAMAX ) lu. ~o. ~o 
+ DlG/2, • p <I> + 
+ D 1 R/2 •• S <I) + 
+ D2G/2 •• F' <I> + 
+ D2F:/2. > 
+ 02G/2 •• F' <I> + 
+ D2R/2,. s ( l) + 
D3G. F' <I> + 03P. 
D3R> 
03G. F' <I> + 03P. 
03R. S <I, + 03S> 
+ 03F> + 04F)16.0 
+ 03F') + 04F' .1 lo. 0 
+ 03(!} + 040> , 6.0 
+ D3G> + D4G>16.0 
+ 0 .3R> + 04R} / 6.U 




D2F·; 2. • 
02Pl2., 
D2S/2. > 
KEEP ITERATING UNTIL THE AF'F'ROXIMATE BOUNDARY CONDI rION 
(3.3.18> IS SATISFIED. HALF-INTERVAL METHOD IS USED TO 
MODIFi THE STARTING VALUE OF Q ••••• 







YG = R <I> 
RETURN 
END 
Offset F' Class 
98U 






















































































* 4824 /VECTOR/ 
12 




* 24 * 
0 /BOUND / 








f'3ss One No Errors Detected 
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APPENDIX D 
SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR NON-SIMILAR BOUNDARY 
LAYER PROBLEM 
64 
FREESlREAM VELuCI TY 1. (>() VELtJC ITV AT THE WALL .oo 
INJECT ION t='Af<AMElER <ZETAl s: .(l(l(i 
ETA F F* F** 
--------- ---------
---· ------
• (l(, .oouuouo .000000() , 4696(HJ5 
. 20 • 0()9.3915 . 0939054 .4693066 
. 4(1 • u3754cr_:, 1876054 .4672547 
• 60 . 084 .;;,858 .2805758 .4617350 
.8() 1496748 • . 3719637 . 4511905 
1 . (l(l .2329905 • 4606.331 • 4 .343796 
1. 20 . .3 .336580 .5452471 .4105658 
1. 40 .4507243 .6243869 .3796926 
1. 60 .5829572 .6967002 • ~,424874 
1. 80 . 7:887."5.:, 7610580 •. 3004456 
2.<)(J .8867980 .8166953 .2556694 
2. 2<) 1.0549485 .8633049 .2105801 
2. 40 1.23152'12 .9010661 1675605 
2.60 1.4148259 . 9 .306019 .128613<) 
2.80 l . 60.32855 .9528761 • 0951137 
3.()0 1.7955700 .9690552 . 0677107 
3. 2(> 1.9905832 • '7'803655 .0463708 
3.40 2. 1874697 .9879710 . (1.31)5.358 
.3. 6U 2. 38559.31) .9928884 .0193293 
3.80 2.5845015 .9959448 • 0117593 
4.1)0 2. 1s.:rns93 • 9977706 .0(168746 
4.20 2. 98::,558.3 .9988189 • 00.38618 
4.40 3.1833859 .9993972 .0020845 
4.60 3. 38.3299.3 • 99970.38 .0010810 
4.80 3.5832575 .9998601 .0005387 
5. 1)1) ·.5. 7832381 . 9999.365 .0002579 
5. 2(1 : . . 9832295 .9999725 • 0001187 
5.4U 4. 1832258 .9999888 .0000524 
5.60 4 • . :,8.32244 .9999959 .OOu0223 
5.8U 4. 58::,2239 .9999988 .0000091 
6.01) 4.783::238 1.oooouoo .0000036 
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